
Yes 149 65%

No 79 35%

Preschool 16 7%

Kindergarten 17 7%

Grade 1 19 8%

Grade 2 22 10%

Grade 3 21 9%

Grade 4 20 9%

Grade 5 25 11%

Grade 6 30 13%

Grade 7 33 15%

Grade 8 24 11%

227 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

Would you be in favor of multiple short surveys, throughout the coming year,
versus a longer year-end survey?

I am completing this survey based on my child's experiences in the following
grade level

are approachable [In my opinion, the Florence Sawyer School administration

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net



Exemplary 149 66%

Proficient 64 28%

Needs Improvement 5 2%

Unsatisfactory 1 0%

Does Not Apply 8 4%

Exemplary 175 77%

Proficient 40 18%

Needs Improvement 3 1%

Unsatisfactory 2 1%

Does Not Apply 7 3%

(Principal and Assistant Principals)]

set a positive tone [In my opinion, the Florence Sawyer School administration
(Principal and Assistant Principals)]

are open to my suggestions [In my opinion, the Florence Sawyer School
administration (Principal and Assistant Principals)]



Exemplary 120 53%

Proficient 51 22%

Needs Improvement 15 7%

Unsatisfactory 2 1%

Does Not Apply 39 17%

Exemplary 142 63%

Proficient 56 25%

Needs Improvement 15 7%

Unsatisfactory 1 0%

Does Not Apply 13 6%

set and model high standards for teachers and students [In my opinion, the
Florence Sawyer School administration (Principal and Assistant Principals)]

Please feel free to expand on your answer(s) above

Math classes for grade 8 are the worst I have ever seen. Extra help classes are full. If the

teacher is actually getting through to the students why are these extra help classes over

flowing? I have even spoken to former students who candidly tell me they basically taught

themselves the math they needed at this grade level because the teacher was useless. They



are a great team. It shows how much they care about the students.  vfsfv  No contact w/

them.  I feel they are all very approachable and are quick to reply and act on any questions I

have. Administration needs to work on upholding guidelines set for in the handbook. I feel they

pick and choose who needs to follow the rules and who they can let go. Also, they are not very

open to helping out with student activities outside the school when the school is being

represented, and benefits from the outcome.  Principal Bates is an extraordinary leader

They are beyond great! Outstanding communication and always unfailingly positive!  Very

supportive I have never seen school admin as involved as the team at Florence Sawyer. They

participate in many events outside of the school which truly makes them part of the

community.  My sons teacher has been so poor this year and when brought to the principals

attn, nothing has changed. And I was not even responded to in one email Our family has

found them all to be very positive and easy to talk to. I've never offered a s uggestion but nothing

in my experience would lend me to believe that they wouldn't listen to my concerns.  Very

pleased with all  I don't always agree with them but I have found them to be very easy to get to

and quick to get back I have only met Mr. Grant and he's a great principal.  I have had four

children go through the school over 14 years. This is by far the best administration! They've all

been good but this group appears to work very hard on the big things and the little things. The

administration has taken a s tep back in communication this year. The monthly newsletter is not

sufficient for communication. The administration is not open to suggestions. Just because they

have been doing something for years does not mean their is no room for improvement. There are

many members of the Sawyer community that could provide valuable insight into what is going

on at the school. You should tap into them and be open to improvements!!  I am concerned

that out of 110 seventh grade students, 100 of them made honors or higher. Have not tested

receptiveness to suggestions  I have not had occasion to offer suggestions....  I did not have

enough interaction with them to provide meaningful feedback on the last item about high

standards.  I think the Principal and Assistant Principals at FSS are amazing. I was really

impressed by how quickly they learned to recognize me and associate me with my child.

Since I do not interactions with the principals (other than waving at them during pick up), I

cannot further comment.  FSS leaders lack follow up with parents, set high standards for

achievement and student conduct.  Although the principals are approachable and willing to

listen, they don't always follow through, and I feel issues get left unresolved, or end up back in

our own hands.  Thank you for a great 8 years!  They seem to work very well as a team.

Alana Cyr has worked closely with my son and I during a crisis and she is a godsend. As I

have a second grader and Mr. Grant works with the second grade, I have worked with him and

find him very approachable and always there to help. He always has the best interest of my

child in mind. I feel as I could go to him with any problems or concerns I would have. I feel this

way also about Mr. Bates but I just haven't interacted with him as much. Not sure whether it's

tone or standards-- a sense of overwhelmed-ness, putting out fires is more pervasive than a

forward-planning outlook.  I've had no contact w/ the administration  This may be outside of

your control and mandated by the Commonwealth or otherwise, but it seems that the objective

of the school is for as high a proportion of students as possible to "meet" (not exceed) the



"standards." The "standards" are too low, and simply meeting them is not going to help the US

to remain competitive. (or even be competitive - we are losing globally and it is reflected in our

job market and economy) The students with the aptitude and interest in exceeding the

standards are offered no facilities or resources to do that. Moreover, the math/science program

is quesitonable. I understand the school system now has a STEM coordinator. What is she

doing, if anything? There should be far more math, science, and engineering opportunities, and

students who want to move ahead in these areas should be enabled to do so.  I have only met

Mr. Bates, and he was very approachable. After being in the school for 2 years, I just recently

learned that there is more than one principal. I've never spoken to any of the principals about

anything, so I can't say whether they are open to suggestions or if they are good role models as

i haven't witnessed it.  E-mails go without response. Dialogue isn't open. Suggestions are

avoided vs telling me why is would be problematic. The "yours in partnership" sign off is

upsetting to see because our experience doesn't line up with that.  They are terrific  I was

very disturbed that a 5th grade teacher resigned in July and we found out about it in late August

when we saw the job posting. We also never officially received word of this change (even though

my child had this teacher). Communication with the parents could definitely improve. Mr.

Grant knows my child better than his teacher. Thank you very much!  My wife and I were just

commenting at how we are very impressed that Mr Bates is at every event we have attended.

We are not quite sure when he sleeps.  On the few occasions that I have spoken to an

administrator, they are approachable and follow up with what I asked. I think they are great  I

only have positive feedback to share regarding the principal and assistant principal and they go

over and beyond what their duties require! Thank you! There are some teachers that time and

time again parents have spoken to you about and nothing ever seems to change / happen. I

don't know if it's the strict union rules but in the real world employees get warned and then fired

if they cannot perform up to a certain level. It's not fair to have our students suffer.  Our only

experience has been with Mr. Bates and Mrs. Cyr. Our opinion is that they are extremely

dedicated.  this is a test Sometimes it is hard t o see what needs to be improved when you

believe it is operating smoothly. Nothing ever is working so perfectly that improvement is not

necessary. You need to survey the parents on what they think of the Golden Eagle program!

There are many that are frustrated by it!  We are very much impressed at how many events

Mr. Bates attends throughout the school year. He is obviously a very involved and supportive

Principal. How do I know if the principal sets and models high standards for teachers and

students?  Both of my kids, in different grade levels, with different needs are taken care of!

Love the current administration.

let me know what my child would be learning this year. [My child's teacher(s)]



Exemplary 126 56%

Proficient 74 33%

Needs Improvement 17 7%

Unsatisfactory 5 2%

Does Not Apply 5 2%

Exemplary 121 53%

Proficient 73 32%

Needs Improvement 22 10%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 5 2%

let me know how my child is doing academically. [My child's teacher(s)]

let me know how my child is doing socially. [My child's teacher(s)]



Exemplary 99 44%

Proficient 75 33%

Needs Improvement 37 16%

Unsatisfactory 9 4%

Does Not Apply 7 3%

Exemplary 100 44%

Proficient 73 32%

Needs Improvement 36 16%

Unsatisfactory 8 4%

Does Not Apply 10 4%

help my child to develop socially. [My child's teacher(s)]

set a positive and productive tone in the classroom. [My child's teacher(s)]



Exemplary 137 60%

Proficient 63 28%

Needs Improvement 14 6%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 6 3%

Exemplary 127 56%

Proficient 80 35%

Needs Improvement 8 4%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 6 3%

help my child to develop a sense of respect for others and personal
responsibility. [My child's teacher(s)]

Please feel free to expand on your answer(s) above

I was just required to fill in a bubble (the last one in the my child's teacher section) for which

there was no question. Not sure if I'm not seeing the question, or if there actually is no question.

I answered "Does not apply" because I couldn't see the question. 

are 2 of the best kindergarten teachers I have ever met. I have really high



expectations for my kids' education and teachers, and these 2 exceeded my expectations. I

have not gotten feedback from the teachers about how my child is dong socially, but that could

mean that he is doing just fine and that they have no concerns. It could also mean they have not

communicated a concern to me, I'm just not sure  I was very disappointed in  this year.

During Fall conference I received more information on what he was doing and not how my child

was doing. He needs to teach more and not make the students read the text aloud. Students

are being made fun of after class for their reading. Teachers should not be allowed to give poor

behavior grades on their report cards without conveying the information to the parents prior to

that. Our sons have received an outstanding, well-rounded education here at Florence

Sawyer. The school offers just the right combination of academic pursuit of excellence and a

nurturing environment - that so many schools talk about but so few deliver on.  We were

concerned that our child was going backwards academically this year based on the books that

are brought home and the quality of homework we see. Imagine our surprise to discover today

that they are testing well about their grade level. We had no idea. The books they bring home

are two years below their reading level. Spelling words are very simple and often never tested

anyway after we spend the week studying them. We rarely see any work that challenges our

child.   is phenomenal. She runs a t ight ship but does so while maintaining a very

positive tone. She has a productive and instructive classroom, and recognizes the needs of all of

the children. She is approachable and collaborative with the parents.  is

absolutely amazing. She recognizes my child's strengths and weaknesses, and I feel like she

truly knows my child. She challenges him, she pushes him, and she gives him room to test out

his skills. During the parent teacher conference in the spring, she had a complete and

comprehensive analysis of all academic and social areas of my child. She has her act together,

has complete control of her class, and as a result, I have seen tremendous growth in my son

this year.  We think highly of the 7th grade staff but find  lacking in ability.  In

terms of letting me know how my child is doing academically, that responsibility falls upon the

parents' shoulders. As far as letting me know how my child is doing socially, once again, it's up

to me as the parent to seek out that information from teachers, if it's even possible to obtain.

Also, perhaps there is even more room for improvement in helping middle school kids develop

socially and also helping them to develop a sense of respect for others.  this is a test  We

despise student led conferences and have never talked to a parent that views them highly. I

already see my child's work and discuss it with them at home. I want to have confidential

discussions or at least check ins about my child without them present and without other parents

present in the room. The format provides no value to me. This year the teachers were more

available which was appreciated.  I wish I had been notified earlier when my daughter was

having some academic difficulty. At t imes, I feel as though more accommodations could be

made to help my daughter with transitions and academic areas where she struggles. You

should probably break this section up considering my child has multiple teachers.  More

community building within the classrooms would help kids learn to be friends and promote

tolerance. I do not like the student-led conference since I cannot talk to the teachers then

about social concerns.  I feel as though my child's second grade classroom did not help him



develop socially or academically.  classroom was run very strict and in talking with

other parents, a little too overwhelming for some of the children. I feel the focus was on

discipline without getting any results. I think my child's teacher is good in teaching to the

masses and motivating a group, but this year is the first time I have felt, perhaps, that my child's

teacher (grade 4) wasn't able to completely relate to my child and understand what was unique

about him. This, at times, has caused my child frustration.  Obviously, I really like my child's

teacher. She is superb, She has excellent control of the classroom so that it is a place of

learning rather than interruption or distraction. It saddens me when my child is put with a child of

lower abilities or lower expected standards in math and science. I would like my child to work

with others who want to learn and do well in school. It is not as bad in the younger grades but in

the older grades where content is important, I don't like it when my child is forced to work with

someone who doesn't care about school or learning. these children normally work with aids in

every other subject except when they work with a child of higher ability. Effectively my child is

being treated as an aid.  My son had the same homework all year. This teacher does not keep

a positive tone in the classroom. I think the social aspects are as important as the academics

but not equally emphasized. I also realize that I am probably in the minority of thinking this way.

We are lucky to have had  and as teachers for my

fourth grader. They all have been equally great!  has really done a nice job taking care of

my needs as well! I wish all our FSS teachers were more like this one!  We are very pleased

with the entire 6th grade team of teachers. Fabulous  I reveived a letter from teacher every

week last year, but have not received any letter from teacher weekly or monthly about what my

child learn and will learn in school.  My child has had very consistent high grades throughout

grades K through 8. His grade in algebra 1 this year has been a roller coaster ride. He attends

all the extra help sessions which were reduced due to the teacher's extra curricular activities.

The rule in our house is that school comes before sports and the same should hold true for the

teachers. Instead of eliminating the extra help session, a new time should have been given.

Tests were given when students hadn't even done test error correction for the prior test. Material

that was introduced one day was included on a test the next day leaving insufficient time to

learn the material. I'm not sure if the algebra 1 material was especially heard this year or it was

the way it was taught. Algebra 1 has been a very challenging course.  I wish there was more

friendship building time allowed in the classrooms. Learning how to make friends ending in

kindergarten. Many schools use Open Circle as a social/community building curriculum. I wish

FSS did more. Love  very happy to have her back from maternity leave.  The

only conference I have to go one is the first one and they don't really talk about the social

aspects of the kid's.  have gone above and beyond to

accomodate the needs of my child. They have come up with creative methods to help him grow

and express himself in constructive ways. They are flexible and supportive to the needs of my

child! I answered does not apply because I'm not sure if this is happening  I have taken note

of some comments that my daughter has made regarding her math teacher ... it seems that she

often makes "blanket" statements regarding their study habits "I can tell that none of you have

studied for this test" or "none of you do your homework" ... these statements often don't help



the kids that aren't doing their work [studying or homework] as they would better be dealt with

directly ... and it harms the kids that do study and do their homework because they're not being

recognized for their work habits or t hat their efforts are being disregarded. I responded "does

not apply" (the survey did not let me submit by leaving this section blank, with just a comment)

to the 6 sub-questions in this section, as I don't feel that I can respond to the questions, as

written. There are 5 individual teachers on the seventh grade team, and each presents in an

individual way. With that said, we are so grateful for the positive attitude and dedication that

most of the teachers possess and share with my child.  Being new to the district, I am

disappointed in the lack of teacher-parent contact. Having received my child's report card with

grades I wouldn't consider "ok" I have never received a phone call, email, etc from the teacher.

Aside from my initiation of a meeting, no communication from the teacher has happened.  I

have no idea how my child is doing socially. The student-led conference doesn't let me find this

information out and not all teachers even came by to check-in with us..  I think with power

school, teachers feel parents check children's grades, therefore don't to let us know that our

children are close to failing. I am one parent that can not always check grades, my job is not

near a computer and my children are using my computer in evening for homework. I am

disappointed with the 8th grade team not calling me with concerns or trying to work out a plan

when one does not work. I feel they were going to let my child fail unless I contacted them.

While the homeroom teacher has been great, some of the "specials" teachers could do more to

reach out when there are problems. The teacher noticed a small speech problem that my

child was having she was able to get my child the help she needed to progress and learn her

sounds  I am concerned about some of the conversations in Plus class.  I like PowerSchool

for keeping abreast of progress.  SS/ELA Tests are not corrected/returned in a timely manner

or sometimes at all. Math - expectations/due dates aren't always made clear to students.  The

teacher is unorganized, disengaged and unqualified. Homework is light to non-existent when

compared to her peers in the other rooms. She opted out of an activity that the other teachers

did. Spelling tests have stopped - and the response is that she doesn't have time. Finally, she

doesn't communicate with the parents in any form unless the parents reach to her. The year

was viewed by many parents in the room as a total lost academically for our children. It is

exceptionally troublesome that the school district would opt to keep her in this role. In fact, from

an integrity perspective, I wonder how decisions like this could be made. Would you be ok with

your child in a classroom like this?  vfdv  I have not received any feedback with regards to my

child's social development. I think that this information is very important especially in the middle

school.  I don't feel communication has been adequate especially with 2 teachers (in 2

subjects - math and Spanish) where my child has had difficulty this year. With the exception

of the seventh grade "plus" class, I have been very impressed and pleased with the teachers this

year. My child does feel some benefit from Plus but also comes home with some stories from

that class which seem to me to be either irrelevant or completely inappropriate. The open

house was great - very clear and enthusiastic. Communication after that was reduced to the

occasional email from one teacher representing the entire grade. I would like to see more emails

from each of the teachers sharing what has been covered, and what is coming up. Their



websites are not always up to date. I would also like to hear from each of the teachers on their

perception of my child in-between report cards. I can follow the grades on PowerSchool, and the

report cards are about the same as what is listed in PowerSchool. My child was failing math

and the teacher never contacted me. It was resolved, but it never should have been an issue.

is great. I only wonder sometimes as she is so positive are there any negatives that

she is not mentioning.  For the past 8 years the teachers have been exemplary. 

is above exemplary!!! She is a one of a k ind teacher who can really move a c hild forward. I also

liked the looping of grade 7-8 ELA students with  She was wonderful! 

 was a wonderful 7th grade math teacher, but from Open House to the last day of school

getting into Algebra I was stressed all the time. For example, on the last day of school she said,

"I know who made it into Algebra I." Naturally it took a while for the students who didn't get into

Algebra I to get over it. Just encourage them to do their best and let them be placed without a

big deal like they were for grade 9 classes.  She has many teachers and I have not spoken to

them.  Both teachers,  are wonderful. I think they are

constrained however in what they can do given the structure of the program. Kudos, and thanks,

to both of them. is a wonderful role model for my daughter, and an

exceptionally patient and dedicated teacher. She's top of the line. has excellent

instincts about children, and connects with them in a way that inspires them to be the best they

can be. She's a gem! 7th grade is tough with so many teachers to asses all  Not getting

much feedback on the social aspect. Teachers who use websites for homework should be clear

with their instructions to the students! When the homework grade is pulling an A student's grade

down to a C-, the teacher should wonder if there are issues with the website. Even when

students have approached the teacher with issues, the only message they get is to try it again.

It gets very frustrating when the website crashes and when the student has to complete an

assignment multiple t imes before it is recorded by the website and the student grade suffers for

it!! Don't over estimate software to be perfect!!!   was fantastic...my son absolutely

loved her, and we were concerned when she had to go on maternity leave that he wouldn't have

the opportunity to have a great teacher like her when a sub would come in but has

been wonderful too! We are very impressed that you all were able to find someone so similar to

 in her techniques, expectations, and general teacher abilities. My son comes home

with great stories every day about what he does in school, and he loves school. Thank you!  I

feel that my child has a positive experience in the classroom. However, I find that the teacher's

absence is so frequent that we can count on her being out at least once a week. Additionally,

one of my child's favorite teachers is the substitute. Absences this frequent by a child would

never be tolerated. Why is it acceptable for the teacher?  always sends the website

update and it give a basic overview of what the class will be learning. I approached 

about some bullying issues I thought my be going on and she knew what I was talking about

and gave me some information and encouraged my son to report the incidents as they

happened.  The extra time after school is greatly appreciated and helpful to my daughter.

focuses on the development of the whole child. [The Florence Sawyer School]



Exemplary 111 49%

Proficient 90 40%

Needs Improvement 17 7%

Unsatisfactory 5 2%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

Exemplary 108 48%

Proficient 88 39%

Needs Improvement 20 9%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

recognizes achievement academically, socially and athletically. [The Florence
Sawyer School]

deals with behavior issues in a timely and effective manner. [The Florence
Sawyer School]



Exemplary 94 41%

Proficient 83 37%

Needs Improvement 19 8%

Unsatisfactory 4 2%

Does Not Apply 27 12%

Exemplary 113 50%

Proficient 98 43%

Needs Improvement 8 4%

Unsatisfactory 2 1%

Does Not Apply 6 3%

has programs and policies addressing child safety. [The Florence Sawyer
School]

is a safe place (whole campus) for my child. [The Florence Sawyer School]



Exemplary 120 53%

Proficient 95 42%

Needs Improvement 6 3%

Unsatisfactory 2 1%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

Exemplary 105 46%

Proficient 83 37%

Needs Improvement 9 4%

Unsatisfactory 3 1%

Does Not Apply 27 12%

operates buses that are safe for my child. [The Florence Sawyer School]

provides safe recess time for my child. [The Florence Sawyer School]



Exemplary 113 50%

Proficient 97 43%

Needs Improvement 11 5%

Unsatisfactory 3 1%

Does Not Apply 3 1%

Please feel free to expand on your answer(s) above

I often hear about behavioral issues that disrupt the class or (in previous grades) endanger

students. This year I'm hearing that in some classes upwards of 90% of students regularly don't

do homework, although I realize this isn't really a behavioral issue, its a real concern. It makes

the teachers job harder, and slows down class for the students who actually do the work.

Tem minutes of recess is not enough. Workers at Target get longer breaks. It is

developmentally inappropriate to expect children to work at desks all morning. Awful job. Must

change!  It seems the kid's are allowed to stand up and pretty much do what they like to a

point. I think they should all have to remain seated the whole ride.  Athletic program should be

strengthened. More time and physical effort should be expended.  Everyone needs breaks

throughout the day to do their best. Embedding movement breaks into the day would help.

School buses should have seat belts for each child and children should be required to be

seated at all times. Bus safety issues.  this is a test  Florence Sawyer is very safe. My

sons have received an outstanding, well-rounded education. The school offers just the right

combination of academic pursuit of excellence and a nurturing environment - that so many

schools talk about but so few deliver on.  The school as a whole needs to seriously work on

controlling bullying in the school. I know there are s tudents bullying others and no one is doing

anything about it. Teachers and staff are being told, but nothing is done about it. It seems that

the issue is being ignored. It seems odd that this would be happening at a s chool where there

are so many assemblies addressing the issue of bullying. I think the students are learning more

how to bully and get away with it than they are learning to not be a bul ly. Students that stick up

for themselves or bring it to the attention of teachers and staff seem to be the ones reprimanded

or ignored instead of the ones doing the bullying getting reprimanded.  More recess please  I

would like to see greater challenges for the above average child in math and science. I feel



there are a lot of behavior and social issues in our schools today and not a lot of resources to

address them. The staff resources that we have are taxed at all times and can't necessarily

focus on the better behaved or kind children that may need help with issues that involve learning

and improving due to the volume and depth of the behavior issues they face and the

testing/reporting mandates that are placed upon the system as well. Our child comes home

with about the levels of cuts and bruises you would like to see from an active recess period.

Thank you for not over protecting them.  does a good job communicating with

me regarding my child's health. I feel that she respects my opinions and we work together as a

team to ensure the health of my child. Bus situation is awful and attempts to really address

the problems seem minimal.  I do feel like any behavior issue or issue that comes up is

addressed promptly and the administration works with the children to help them deal with any

problems they may have.  Both my children have suffered injuries during outdoor recess. One

broke an arm, the other suffered a concussion.  fb fbn Totally disagree with the recognition.

The Sawyer star/golden eagle has been dysfunctional for years. Every year, there is always the

hope for improvement but we leave Sawyer knowing that this will never change. Too often this is

not given to a deserving student and the value has be diluted to the point that I am proud that my

child will never receive one and be the subject of ridicule from other. I Wonderful safe school!

There should be a choice between Proficient (which I consider good) and Needs Improvement

which I consider less than OK. Our bus driver is very friendly and accommodating regarding

my children's needs. In regard to recognizing achievement, I think that the effort is there. I do

think we need to celebrate children's special unique gifts. In regard to social achievement,

something is getting lost along the way here, especially with the Sawyer Stars.  The Golden

Eagle is a farce! It does not help when  son receives it the year that he has his dad for a

teacher. Since this program has been so unfair, we are close to pulling our students out of

school during these assemblies!!! There are many life lessons to learn is this has been by far

the hardest one. Life is not fair and not everyone wins but this program has been detrimental to

my children. It is difficult to explain the rational for the students selected and we are to the point

where it would be better to remove them from this completely!! The parent led conferences are

helpful for the student to take responsibility in knowing their strengths and weaknesses,

however, the format with the teachers walking the rooms is very awkward. At times, they would

be seen sitting for a long time with one family, and rarely approaching other tables. There was

no means to communicate with the teachers about any real issues other than small talk. Having

the student present at a private student - parent - teacher conference might be a more

productive and honest use of everyone’s t ime. My child has completely missed when it

comes to recognizing social achievement. Although she is a model student (excellent behavior,

works extremely hard, and is exceptionally kind to others), she has never once received a

Sawyer Star. She is a very quiet child who has been taught to do nice things for others for the

sake of being kind, not for the sake of getting noticed. She has been devastated sitting through

every Golden Eagle assembly this year, waiting for her name to be called for a paper star. After

last assembly, she came home in tears as she was confused as to why she can't earn a star.

Quite frankly, I am confused too. Something is being missed here for the quieter kids -- if we are



Exemplary 104 46%

Proficient 83 37%

Needs Improvement 26 11%

Unsatisfactory 10 4%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

failing one student, I feel the program is failing.  Overall I think this is a fantastic school where

the students and their safety is cared about.  Not enough encouragement for the average or

above average kid. Not enough challenges for the above average kid.  I would like to see more

communication on programs like Sawyer Star and Golden Eagles. My child has asked several

times why the students that get these are chosen, and I honestly don't know the answer. I tell

her to so well in her studies and respect other students and the school, but I'm not sure that is

correct. There is a lot of touching, pushing, hitting that I hear about on the playground. Some

students seem to be disruptive, from reports I hear,; seemed to be an ongoing situation. Good

safety improvements over the past year or so, but there is probably more to be done (would like

to hear your goals in this area)  Recess time is not good - especially on days when they

cannot go outside and are then forced to sit in the auditorium. The teacher noticed that my

child was having issues with another child in class, she was able to approach the situation in a

way that was very helpful for my child. My child now is building a strong relationship with the

other student.  Again, all my expectations have been exceeded.

My child's teacher(s) [Please rate the communication you receive from the
following;]

FSS and NRSD websites [Please rate the communication you receive from the
following;]



Exemplary 97 43%

Proficient 107 47%

Needs Improvement 15 7%

Unsatisfactory 5 2%

Does Not Apply 3 1%

Exemplary 83 37%

Proficient 127 56%

Needs Improvement 5 2%

Unsatisfactory 4 2%

Does Not Apply 8 4%

Student-Parent Handbook [Please rate the communication you receive from
the following;]

The FSS Newsletter, The Sawyer Standard [Please rate the communication
you receive from the following;]



Exemplary 121 53%

Proficient 86 38%

Needs Improvement 12 5%

Unsatisfactory 3 1%

Does Not Apply 5 2%

Exemplary 141 62%

Proficient 75 33%

Needs Improvement 5 2%

Unsatisfactory 2 1%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

Mr. Bates's email "Happenings" [Please rate the communication you receive
from the following;]

Parents Advisory Council (PAC) [Please rate the communication you receive
from the following;]



Exemplary 87 38%

Proficient 114 50%

Needs Improvement 6 3%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 14 6%

Exemplary 44 19%

Proficient 49 22%

Needs Improvement 13 6%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 115 51%

PAC Facebook Page [Please rate the communication you receive from the
following;]

Twitter  [Please rate the communication you receive from the following;]



Exemplary 34 15%

Proficient 29 13%

Needs Improvement 7 3%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 150 66%

Exemplary 100 44%

Proficient 105 46%

Needs Improvement 10 4%

Unsatisfactory 4 2%

Does Not Apply 8 4%

NRSD School Messenger calls and emails [Please rate the communication you
receive from the following;]

Please feel free to expand on your answer(s) above

My husband and I do not follow facebook or twitter.  I sometimes feel that I have no idea

what's going on with the school unless it's about raising money. I advise you to call snow days

as soon as possible. It is frustrating not knowing until the last second before the start of the

school day.  I feel as though my child's teacher's communication is lacking in an overall



sense. If there is an issue that arises, communication is great but as far as what is happening

on a daily basis, it is a little lacking. Mr. Bates' FSS Happenings emails are very informative and

a great reminder of things that are going on that I may mark down on my calendar and then

forget so it is nice to have those little reminders.  Please tell Michael Woods that the Sawyer

parents do not need a phone call before 7am telling us that school has been cancelled for the

day! The Sawyer buses do not start picking up students until 7:45. As for the Handbook, the on-

line version is incomplete. If you look up Honor Roll, you will find "?". There is obviously some

criteria that is being used this year and it is not even listed in the book. The Newsletter does not

come out often enough and is too long to read. Maybe the community items (soccer, baseball,

parks & rec, etc.) could be put in a separate file.  Would like to see a s treamlining of

messenger calls regarding snow days. My daughter's teacher has been exemplary (am I

taking MCAS with this rating scale?!) in returning my emails. She always responds in a timely

manner and thoroughly answers my questions. I couldn't be happier with the follow up I receive

when I email my daughter's teacher.  I really appreciate Mr. Bate's email happenings - great

way to quickly get the weekly events and updates - I find it very helpful!  I would like to see the

Sawyer Standard return to a more frequent publication.  I would prefer that the No School calls

come late at night instead of early in the morning. undertsand that can't happen every time, but

if it is obvious that there won't be school in the morning, then "call it" the night before so we can

all get some sleep. Great communication!  Please stop the early morning phone calls for

snow cancellations! Sawyer students do not get the bus until 8. Calls could easily go out at

7:15 so we would not be awaken from a sound sleep!! The newsletters are too long an c ontain

too much non-school related pages. Sixth grade teacher communication is non-existant. I

liked it better when the newsletter was bi-weekly, but understand why you made the change!

this is a test  I find it challenging to get through the Newsletter. I don't believe that it should be

the same forum for school news and for summer camps  Websites lack consistency and ease

of use. (Hard to find stuff). Consider making the school calendar a google calendar that be

subscribed to rather than a read only PDF. Most importantly, teacher's individual websites, and

the teacher's use of googledoc are extremely inconsistent and range from Proficient to

extremely Unsatisfactory. Parents Advisory Council should not rely on Facebook or other social

media to communicate to parents. Parents should not have subscribe to any social media sites

such as twitter or facebook to get information about the school or school activities or PAC. That

information should be available, and hosted, on a non for profit website such as the school's. I

don't always read the Newsletter but the Happenings I never miss. The communication at FSS

is Exemplary in every way!  The sawyer newsletter should be every two weeks. Once a month

is not often enough to keep up with events. The adjustment of Mr Bates "happenings" email is

perfect (and is preferred over the voicemails). The FSS Newsletter is great and we use as main

source of updates now. Suggestion: could we add the MCAS schedule in calendar format to the

communications (either in the beginning of the year if information is available or in the monthly

Newsletter once available. That would be helpful in viewing various grade levels and dates vs. the

listing. I like the format of the Happenings. It's a bus y world. Updates via email should be the

standard. The newsletter is filled with a huge amount of information that is irrelevant for many



readers. Something more specifically targeted at appropriate grade ranges would be more

manageable and easier to consume. The process to add funds to the school lunch is overly

complicated. It's always hard to find where to go. For example the place where you see the

balance is not the place you go to add funds. It also seems that the fees are much higher for

electronic transfer of funds than in any I have experienced. This is the only service I know that

charges for ACH transfers, and has exorbitant fees for credit card usage.  Calls too early in

morning for school closings - rely on TV updates for that information. A half hour before school

starts would be sufficient. Teacher rarely sends notes and does not maintain a web page.

Please try to shorten the newsletter. The happenings is short and pointed and comes directly to

me. PAC does a great job.  Very pleased NRSD uses Messenger calls and emails  I follow

the school on twitter. I appreciate the quick updates in the Happenings  I have only heard from

2 of my child's teachers this year ( he has 4).I have only seen them/ talked to them at

conferences. Again, this could mean that everything is great. I can only take his to mean that

they have no c oncerns  I have definitely noticed an improvement in communication from the

administration on ac tivities and news. The newsletter is a great source of information. The

teacher provide ZERO communication in newsletters, website, etc. I used the website from

another teacher to aid in gathering information.  When inputting into the Google calendar -

write greater detail of event for concerts, after school athletics, etc... more detail. Not just day

but start t ime and end time, dress code, what ever detail you can give. It would be very help.  x

bvcb v  I still sometimes feel School Messenger phone calls go out unnecessarily. I think this

should only be used for urgent notices. Not all of the 6th grade team responds to email - I

cannot send email to at all (bounces back).  My oldest child just started

kindergarten this year, so I am new to the school system. I had to go s earching for answers at

the beginning of the school year. Didn't know who or what PAC was, didn't know how my child

could buy lunch, didn't know the procedure for signing my child out early from school for a

doctor's appointment. I would also much prefer a paper copy of the student handbook, so I can

refer to it more easily. That being said,  are extremely helpful

and pleasant.  I like the early morning calls and emails when school is delayed or cancelled.

5:30 or 5:45 is perfect. Sometimes the FSS Happenings get sent on the day that something

is occurring and it really doesn't give us enough notice.  Emails reminding us to read the news

letter are very helpful. I would like all teachers to have websites that are kept current and

updated, posting homework assignments, descriptions of current objectives, and extra practice

opportunities.  I don't use the Facebook/twitter options. As a parent new to the school you

have to figure out a lot on y our own or by asking around. I think people take for granted that folks

just know how to do things like pay into PowerLunch, sign report cards, get medication to

school, deal with bus issues, allergy policies, etc. I never signed the handbook because it refers

to a section that I never found. It took me a week to figure out you have to email someone for a

PowerSchool account. I was not overly impressed by the communication from the 8th grade

team. Moreover, I think parents should be given up front information in September on how the

high school placements are developed. I was pretty shocked to discover that some placements

(math for example) are primarily based on a single midterm exam. Much of this information



Exemplary 104 46%

Proficient 85 37%

Needs Improvement 27 12%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

Exemplary 100 44%

should be provided up front rather than in March when it may be too late to make any difference.

Went to other teachers websites in the grade to get an idea of what was happening in class. No

website, 1 email sent home. What communication. I guess you assume my child is capable of

delivering status and curriculum updates!  I understand weather changes but a little more

notification on school closings would be better. One snow day was called right before we left the

house.  Do we get School Messenger calls anymore??  I find the newsletter and Mr Bates

emails very informative. The automated superintendent calls have greatly improved over last

year.

challenges my child [The Nashoba Regional School District curriculum, at my
child's grade level,]

meets my child's individual academic needs. [The Nashoba Regional School
District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]



Proficient 82 36%

Needs Improvement 28 12%

Unsatisfactory 13 6%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

Exemplary 116 51%

Proficient 86 38%

Needs Improvement 11 5%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 7 3%

Exemplary 111 49%

Proficient 82 36%

Needs Improvement 20 9%

Unsatisfactory 8 4%

is effective in helping my child become an effective reader. [The Nashoba
Regional School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]

is effective in helping my child become a better writer. [The Nashoba Regional
School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]



Does Not Apply 6 3%

Exemplary 105 46%

Proficient 82 36%

Needs Improvement 24 11%

Unsatisfactory 11 5%

Does Not Apply 5 2%

Exemplary 109 48%

Proficient 89 39%

Needs Improvement 12 5%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 11 5%

is effective in helping my child think mathematically. [The Nashoba Regional
School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]

is effective in helping my child understand history, social studies and or civics
[The Nashoba Regional School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]



Exemplary 105 46%

Proficient 89 39%

Needs Improvement 17 7%

Unsatisfactory 7 3%

Does Not Apply 9 4%

Exemplary 99 44%

Proficient 96 42%

Needs Improvement 22 10%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 4 2%

is fostering in my child an understanding of scientific principles. [The Nashoba
Regional School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]

is building an appreciation of the Arts in my child. [The Nashoba Regional
School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]

provides my child with a variety of fun and enriching extra curricular
activities? [The Nashoba Regional School District curriculum, at my child's
grade level,]



Exemplary 97 43%

Proficient 88 39%

Needs Improvement 17 7%

Unsatisfactory 10 4%

Does Not Apply 15 7%

Exemplary 100 44%

Proficient 102 45%

Needs Improvement 14 6%

Unsatisfactory 6 3%

Does Not Apply 5 2%

is helping my child to develop lifetime health and fitness habits [The Nashoba
Regional School District curriculum, at my child's grade level,]

Please feel free to expand on your answer(s) above

There is more to childhood than just report card information. Making community, hands on

inquiry, and critical thinking skills part of each day is important. Bright students are not being

challenged enough; too much classroom time is given over to allowing students to do

homework-my son feels he is learning very little in most subjects, and rarely spends more than



10 -15 minutes on homework. In math he spends too much time helping other students, not

really his role... 5th grade was more rigorous!  There should be more focus on teaching

children good eating, health and fitness habits. No vending machines. I would like to see

Spanish begin earlier like in Stow. Eight grade Spanish started out fairly well, but as the year

went on it was not a positive experience to a student who is rather strong academically. I love

how the 8th grade teachers placed the students in the appropriate classes for 9th grade so

accurately. I would like to see the third grade incorporate more higher level learning. More

advanced work, more writing for homework, tracking of reading at home.  Overall, I am

extremely pleased with the academic standard. In most areas, my child's needs are being

addressed. One thing that has not been capitalized on is my child's writing. Writing is a strength

and a joy for my child -- something that he is extremely proud of and shows talent. In 4th grade,

there are more processes and formats that need to put in place, which is expected. I do,

however, find my son's creative gift a little bit squashed -- that there is little to no reward for out-

of-the-box thinking and new creative ideas. There should be a happy medium. Format is

important -- but we should also embrace creativity. In regard to the arts, I believe there could be

improvement there, but I know there is only so much time in a day.  When a child is above

average in a subject, it would be nice to see the child have access to higher level material. For

example, if a child takes a benchmark test and receives a 100%, perhaps he/she can then be

exposed to higher level material instead of reviewing what clearly already have an understanding

of. Overall would like to see more extended opportunities, PLUS program is a nice addition, but

within the context of the classroom some children are capable of doing much more.  I would

love to see middle school soccer next year.  As someone who uses math every day, I am very

disappointed with the math program. I realize this has a lot to do with MA standards, but I

definitely believe that the math curriculum is extremely poor. I spend my own time working with

my child in math just to attempt to overcome it.  Middle school Art has made a great

improvement this year! For the first time in middle school, my child has loved Art!! Having Cassie

Sprague loop in ELA has been the been the best! My student has made great strides in ELA

this year. Too many of the extra curricular activities are sports related. There should be more

that we can do.  It appears that our child did not exposed to the necessary math to prepare

her for 3rd grade math. We have had to work with her at home to catch her up, and her teacher

is doing a remarkable job to get her to the level she should be at. Some of the history concepts

like the Underground Railroad were not effective in teaching our child what she should learn from

history. We feel that this concept may too advanced for 3rd grade. The way it was taught was

exemplary, but, in the end, it will be required to cover this part of US history again in future

studies to fully understand what it all means. The Common Core Math and the way it is

taught is confusing for children and parents alike. We are able to see that our child and others

have difficulty learning addition and subtraction in the framework of "trading" and that then sets

them down a difficult path of not catching on quickly to multiplication etc. I feel this needs to be

looke at and explained as to why this is a good way to teach our children as it seems it only

confuses most of them and sets them back. The 7th grade staff is fantastic. is an

amazing teacher. My child now has a whole new appreciation for science...one that she never



had before. I will say however that my child has not found the PLUS class to be helpful or

challenging in any way. She is an A  student and could use the challenge.  this is a test

 gets high marks for keeping the class engaged. Without question, I hear most from

my child about this class. Conversation around the dinner table touches on everything learned

and I am consistently impressed with the level of detail that is retained. In parent/teacher

conference, it is clear  is dialed into her work. She knows our child and I am able to

use her expertise as a resource for helping my child at home. is another

teacher who is making an impact. The variety of activities along with strong classroom

management make for a nice balance. We continue to hear how much fun the class is. Perhaps

he should run something for the adults... :)  My son lives for gym. Neither of my children

seem to like the Art teacher, nor get along with her that could certainly be their fault but it

seems odd, when I questioned both of them separately they said the same thing. Just

something to look into if other students feel the same?  Terrific Arts and Music programs!

We love  My child could be challenged more in core subjects. I fear that the current

level of boredom will turn them off to learning.  There needs to be more non-athletic extra

curricular activities! Health needs to tone it down with a few items. Yes, regular milk is better for

you than chocolate milk. But chocolate milk is better than no milk. It is all about the choices.

Over use of IXL for math can be frustrating to some! Having to cover 4 uni ts in a short week is

too much!  The kindergarten curriculum is in need of improvement. In the half-day program, the

students have choice time in the morning, followed by morning meeting, followed by snack,

more choice time, a special, then recess. Despite the packet of information handed out at the

open house in the fall, there are no themes, units, hands-on activities, or other stimulating

concepts.  I know it is only 2nd grade but I feel as though my child's academic needs weren't

met. I feel as though he didn't progress like he could have. Again, it is my first child so I don't

have anything to compare it to but I feel like he could have been challenged more. Testing and

grading varies from class to class. In some classes, quizzes with 8 questions yield a lower

grade when 1 answer is incorrect due to the value of 100 of the quiz. There is no difference in

value or weighting from quizzes to tests. Homework is not reflected in the student’s grade. And

they are judged on classroom participation, which is at times unfair, perhaps either because the

student has no questions, or the student is concerned about classroom dynamics, and is afraid

to ask or answer incorrectly. Math and ELA have the greatest rational for quizzes, tests, and

grading. Social studies and the clicker quizzes have proven to be confusing to our child,

frustrating that each question is worth so many points, and often worded inconsistent with

classroom work. In all classes my child has noticed that some children receive extra help or

special study guides, and have received higher grades because of guidance and helpers tending

to them during quizzes and tests. My child feels this is unfair if the grades are treated equally

and not weighted.  More is needed to challenge students who are above the average. If

external challenges are needed, teachers and staff need to be more forthcoming as to what

parents can do to keep children challenged and pushed further. There have also been more

teacher absences than would have been allowable by a child or worker in a normal setting. This

disrupts the weekly flow of instruction and allows children to be distracted and less mindful of



substitute teachers and curriculum.  The emphasis on math has been evident. My child loves

math. Thank y ou. My child came into kindergarten already knowing quite a bit of the material.

She is not bored, and she is being challenged, but I think she could be pushed a little harder.

bgfg   IXL is an effective math tool for keeping kids practiced in core math

concepts. appears disorganized and takes weeks to record grades in

powerschool. His saving grace is that he's the "fun" teacher. However, he's consistently 15

school days behind in recording grades powerschool, even on simple, twenty question true/false

quizzes. Also, he has a tendency to cluster most of his grades at the end of the trimester. For a

parent who wants to kept a c hild on track, it is difficult to gauge a child's progress. Two of my

child's papers have been "lost" on the pile on his desk - I worked hours with my child on those

assignments. Can  teach him how to convert some his material to a "clicker quiz"? Can

a student teacher help him to grade/record his exams? Does he get an annual review where an

administrator could help work with him with this aspect of his performance? As a parent, I

should have to chase him or be surprised at the end of each trimester. This is my second child

with him and his behavior was similar. However, my first child was a highest honor student, so I

wasn't impact that he slacked in his records. The specialized reading teacher is fantastic. It's

great that the school can provide a dedicated person to assist the children with reading.

Would be great to have some more programs in place for someone who is above standard.

The art program is exemplary in every way! My 4th grader has really enjoyed the Art Club -

we hope it continues in the future. Also enjoyed running club and missed snowshoe club this

year.  As an early reader we knew our daughter would not be challenged in Kindergarden, but

we expected more targeted challenges for her as she is now in first grade. We are often told that

computer time is used to have the computer read stories to the kids. This is a wasted

opportunity for how technology could be used. Science seems to be an afterthought. I have

never seen any homework with a science focus.  I understand that the NRSD may be

constrained in what it can do given its objectives to meet state MCAS and proficiency

requirements. However, my children do not feel challenged in any of those areas, and they are

capable of doing a lot more than they are given an opportunity to do at school. My first grader,

for example, is studying 4-1=3 and 2-1=1 at school, while at home, she is learning exponents,

square roots, the multiplication table, decimals, etc. She can do addition and subtraction of

multi-digit numbers. I'm all for having more practice of the basics, but it becomes boring for

them. When I asked my 2nd grader what she learned in school yesterday, she responded, "I

never learn anything at school." Of course that is an overgeneralization, but I understand why

she feels that way. The school is far behind what we are doing at home, in virtually every

academic area.  The seventh grade team is great. For Heath and Fitness habits-- The number

of intramural sport opportunities for kids is high. My son very rarely has homework - feel that

he should be more challenged at this grade level.  FSS is a pleasant bubble that somewhat

underperforms based on s ocioeconomic factors. In general we have been happy with the

supportive environment. We have one major complaint: The middle school DOES NOT prepare

students adequately for honors c lasses at NRHS. We have had two students face the shock

already and are dreading the third one. Math and Spanish preparation are especially egregious.



The HS teacher had to provide extra help in Spanish for FSS kids to catch up. Despite A+

grades at FSS our second child did not understand basic Algebraic principles. We understand

the desire to not overtly track in middle school but there should be a clear progression in

expectations rather than sudden change at the same time children are adapting to a much

larger school. When we ask our older children and their friends what the easiest year was at

FSS they answer "7th" and start to try to top each other with stories of how easy it was. You

can do better.  My child appears to be one of the best students in the grade, so it is not really

unexpected that she isn't challenged. Not sure what can be done about this, due to the class

sizes here at Sawyer. I still wonder if she could learn more if less time was spent in class

teaching topics that should have been learned via homework(which isn't done). Would have

appreciated the math website to be updated regularly with assignments/upcoming test/quiz

dates. Some quiz/tests were too close together. Required attendance for help sessions not

always offered with enough frequency before test retakes. Posting of test retakes on website

would have helped my child with scheduling. As I like the math teacher as a person, the

same thing continually is being said at home with my kid's and their friends...he doesn't teach

the material in class. Lately they have been doing IXL and as it is a great tool to repeat a certain

type of math for practice, we often spend an excessive amount of time teaching it to our kid's

first before they can even do the exercise. It is extremely frustrating!  The arts program is

exceptional  I wish that the english and math curriculum had more ways to challenge my

daughter, I am concerned that she could be learning more but she is spending too much time

reviewing and relearning basics when she should be moving on. I am concerned that the kids

that are learning quicker are being slowed down by the kids who need help learning. I am also

concerned that sunshine math wasn't as great a tool as it could have eben since the kids

sotrrected it in groups, without adult help. They discussed the answers, and if no one kew the

answer or if no one could explain how they got the answwer, then the whole group didn't learn it.

In Stow they have parent volunteers to help these kids learn more sunshine math and review the

answers, in Bolton these kids learned by doing the home work, but if they couldn't get it, then

no one learned it.  Disappointed that FSS did not offer debate team this year. Would like to

see Spanish and other languages to start at a much younger age.  In ELA, my child looped

with the same teacher and in the past 2 years the class has actually read only 4 books. That is

disappointing. In Science, the T2 trimester grade was based on a single test and a single quiz. I

don't see how that gives me a very good grasp on my child's progress. Math is the most

disappointing of all. I do not feel the teacher really connects at all with the students and I have

been forced to work very hard at home to make up for what I feel (as someone who works in the

field of math) is a substandard program.  I am not 100% sure about all areas. I have marked

proficient for most because I believe FSS to be proficient in areas marked. However, some are

exemplary, and some probably have room for improvement, but my basis of comparison is

limited. One thing I do believe there is room for improvement and that is the area of MATH. My

child is just not being challenged enough in the area of math. Definitely room for improvement

there!  I would like to see more of an overt push for rigor and fostering a passion to

overachieve. Excellence should not be a vice.  Foreign language program could be improved for



Exemplary 72 32%

Proficient 122 54%

Needs Improvement 24 11%

Unsatisfactory 9 4%

Exemplary 75 33%

Proficient 110 48%

Needs Improvement 32 14%

Unsatisfactory 10 4%

young children when it is an ideal t ime to learn.

consistently shows leadership of the District in accessibility, actions and
words. [The Superintendent of Schools]

provides parents, students and the community with information so that the
District work is clear, understandable and helps students grow toward their
full potential. [The Superintendent of Schools]

manages the District finances, operations staff selections and facilities in a
way that is economically and financially prudent.   [The Superintendent of
Schools]



Exemplary 72 32%

Proficient 111 49%

Needs Improvement 31 14%

Unsatisfactory 13 6%

Please comment on anything we failed to ask.

test  Although Common Core has been put on hold in Massachusetts for two years, I would

like to see more communication from the school on plans for rollout, changes in testing, how

teachers will teach differently, and how this all effects our children. We have many concerns

over the new curriculum, and are proud of our schools and teachers the way we operate now. I

do not want to see this compromised in any way. I say it every year and so does everyone I

know......it would be nice if we could not have student led conferences. I understand it helps the

children to talk about what they have accomplished and what they need to work on but we have

conversations all the time with them about that at home. As a parent I NEED that conference

without them to talk to their teachers about things I may not want to discuss in front of them.

This is an important time of the year to see where they need improvement and to make a plan

with their teachers first and in private. I don't want to make another appointment after I already

came in once. I REALLY wish you would listen to us this time and do away with them. I don't

know anyone that likes them, in fact there are quite a few people that don't bother with them and

end up going away on their vacations earlier!  Having my child attend school in another district

prior to FSS made me realize how strong the curriculum is and how caring the ENTIRE staff

is.  Regarding the superintendent, there is insufficient communication of what he does, so I

don't really have an adequate way to judge. I would also ask that students be introduced to

touchtyping early because they are using computer keyboards but learning bad habits as to how

to type.  Haven't really received much information from Mr Wood this year except for the way

too early phone calls canceling school. Do not believe he is being financially prudent in phasing

out the tuition for full-day kindergarden. The taxes in the town are too high for the taxpayers to

assume this burden!! Trying to bury it in the budget is not prudent. I'd like to encourage more

middle school sports, such as soccer.  A number of 8th grade parents were not impressed

with the condition of the classrooms at Nashoba and the sharing of lockers. With all the moneys

spent on the track and snack stand, couldn't that money be spent more appropriately for the



classroom/lockers where the students are for the 180 day school year? Many also didn't like

how the principal said we would be "shooed" out at the end of the night. A more appropriate

comment would have been "If you need more time arrangements can be made." This was our

first contact with this man. Not a good first impression along with the condition of the school. It

took days to get over the shock of it. We will miss the environment of the Florence Sawyer

School. Thank you for a wonderful 8 years that my child will never forget!  You really need an "I

don't know" choice for the superintendent, because I know little about what he is involved with

directly.  I know from my survey it may seem as though I feel like my son didn't have a great

second grade year. I do think it lacked academically and he wasn't challenged enough. All that

side, I do feel the administration at FSS is terrific and I wouldn't want my son anywhere else. I

believe the administration strives to have the school as a close-knit community. I also feel that

any problems I do have can be addressed to the administration.  I'm not really aware of what

the Superintendent is doing or not doing.  Sorry, but I do not feel as though I can respond

about how the superintendent is doing his job!  How does a child earn a "4". . The new

standards report cards need specifics on how each achievement can earn a "4". "Passing the

test gives the child a "3". Be specific, how do they earn a "4". I need more than "a greater

understanding". Be specific. After they learn their 50 states and capitals, what else can they do,

they can't earn more than a 3 in this category, Learn the US territories and their capitals, know

important cities, geographical features, what else. I need a s pecific rubric. I don't want my child

to just reach the standard, I want them to exceed the standard. (capitals and states are 4th

grade, it was just an example) He's an extraordinary leader. The results more than speak for

themselves. I, for one, hate the funky new standards based reporting, particularly how it was

presented early on, not as a "we are considering this", to a "Here's how this is gonna work, and

you the parents have no say whatsoever. I don't appreciate my children being treated as an

experiment.  I do not feel as though I can comment on his job. He's transparent in his role.

You should have a column for "UNKNOWN."  I think it would be helpful to have student parent

teacher conferences earlier in the spring for eighth graders in conjunction with course selection

for 9th grade and in place of student led conferences.  there are too many fundraising

activities...we can't go one week without one and some weeks there is more than one going on

at at time...it's just too much to keep up with.  bvdb  More needs to be done regarding

peanut allergies. I've asked a few folks about being "Peanut Aware" and the answers suggest a

lack of understanding of all of the issues involved. The web site has no information. Would

appreciate more timely school closings to better plan the day. Not always greeted promptly or

positively on arrival by administrative assistant. School nurse has been effectively

communicative. We feel lucky to be part of such a great school district. I hear that rainy or

excessively cold days this year resulted in indoor recess in the auditorium with students

restricted to a seat where they are only permitted to talk to their side-by-side neighbors, not

others around them. No books or other diversion allowed. I think this is too restrictive, very

frustrating for the kids. Please review this policy. Also hear many complaints about a particular

aide,  excessively delaying all the students on the way to lunch waiting for one or two

to quiet down. Lunch is way too short for those tactics. Pull the troublemakers out if line and let



the rest go! Similar complaints about delaying students getting out to recess. They need their

recess!!  High School needs work. Students are not having a motivating experience at all. Too

much emphasis on discipline and watchnig that students obey rules. Not enough emphasis on

encouraging curiosity, risk taking, academic curiosity.  The change in the Kindergarten

program. He never considered the children's perspective. It is all about the money  "manages

the District finance" needs a bit more transparency. I want to commend the school on the

student - led conferences. They are so much fun to attend, very informative and much better

than the traditional conferences Thanks  I do think the school could do better with working with

high energy young boys who may approach education differently. 1. I don't feel connected to

the superintendant and I don't fel he is listening to the parents in Bolton. I feel quite connected

to Mr. Bates, but it seems like there is a divide between us and Mr. Wood. 2. I am very unhappy

that half day Kindergarten will be taken away. Allowing kids to go home at the half day mark is

not a satisfactory anser, there will be no kids that want to leave at lunch, especially when all

their friends are staying and there is anohter reces. You are robbing kids of playtime and being a

young kid by forcing full day on them. 3. These Kid/Parent conferences are not an appropriate

way for the parents to assess their kids progress. i appreciate that the kids are supposed to

have ownership in their progress, but it shouldn't be by sacrificing the one of 2 times that

parents get to see the teacher face to face. If anything, there sdhould be both. We can hear

from the kids, then we need to talk to the teacher alone. How can I be fully helping from home if

I do not get the face time with the teacher? You want me involved but you take away my

conference. So I have to talk to the teacher anohter time, because I get NOTHING out of the

kid/parent conference. I understand that my daughter gets something out of it, but I am jsut left

wondering how she is really doing. Aren't other people complaining about this? Please

continue to include letter grades on report cards, the new report card format is very limiting when

trying to assess how well your child is doing within subjects.  Not financially prudent to

sacrifice other services to add full-time kindergarden. There is so much more that can be done

with this money. Please do not call Sawyer parents prior to 7am with snow cancellations! It may

cause parents to opt out of messenger and miss other important information.  We just moved

to Bolton and can't begin to express the vast difference between Florence Sawyer and our

former school. Our children love school and are challenged. We could not have dreamed of a

better transition.  A massive cost overrun on a snack shack, then says the budget can handle

it, but also claims to be fiscally responsible! It's time to stop DB pensions and to a c ontributory

retirement system. Benefits at 11% of budget is way too much.  We think is terrific.

Goodness knows that job can't be easy but any time we've seen him he seems poised and

calm. Great leaders understand how to achieve this  Thank you for your commitment to all the

children at Emerson and Florence Sawyer Schools. My daughter loves school and even wants

to go when she is sick. That's amazing for a middle schooler. I would implore the

administration to consider doing parent/teacher conferences in the spring of 8th grade. This is

an important t ime for parents to have an understanding as to the teacher recommendations for

high school. What form of communication does the district provide to help students grow to

full potential? I am disappointed in the Nashoba Regional lack of ranking in the U. S. News



report.  I would like a rubric for standardized reports that is specific so that every child know

what is required to achieve a "4". What specific things do they need to do/know. "Above and

beyond" types words are not specific enough. I don't want my child to just reach the standard, I

want them to go beyond. Regarding Superintendent of Schools - I indicated proficient only

because I do not have an opinion otherwise. I should have simply left blank. Thank you.
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